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Hopkinsville Is
Next Tiger Foe

Colts Bowed To
Fulham Last Night
In Opening Game

Children To
Work For
UNICEF Here

Couple Observes 54th Bill Solomon Wins
Wedding Anniversary, Circulation Contest
At Daily Paper
The fifty-fourth wedding an-

Real "Reason"
For Changes In
Russia, Ike

niversary of Mr. and Mts. A. B.
The Murray Training School
Bill Solomon, son- of Mr. and
Wyatt was Celebrated at I h e
Colts played their first game
Mrs. William Solomon has won
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Ralph
of the season, bowing to Fulgham
a city circulation contest at the
Morgan on Sunday, October 27.
High; 74-62, On the ,latter's home
daily Ledger and Times.
Those present were H. L. Crick
court last night.
Young Bill has done an outand family. Alfred Gill and famFulgham jumped into an early
standing job at his job of newsThe members of the College
ily. Henry lit:Hand nad family,
17-6 first period lead over the Presbyterian
Church junior high Jerry Holland
and familY. WallAfter giving a good account o
with Hopkinsv ilie blessed with Calloway men, and held the fellowship, after a
recent studb! er B. Mason and family.
themselves against third rank
more speed and experience. How- upper hand throughout the con- about
UNICEF, have made Plufsfi
Wesley Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs.
Madisonville. the Murray Tigers ever, the Tigers are determined test. Murray Training trailed by
to "Trick or Treat" this' Heti Roy Mason,
Mr. and Mrs. Murare preparing for their .home- to play their best game for the 15 points at the end of the
ween, not for candy, gum
phy Hodspetti, Mr. a n d Mrs.
third , stanza and was able to
c.ening game against -seventh homecoming crowd.
for nickels, dimes and dollars tq
Luther Riley, Mr. and Mrs. Herranked Hopkinsville. HankinsMurray plays three of t h e trim only hree points off the help- all the
world's less fortunate shel Smith, Mr. and Mrs. Euclid
-The question of war possibiliWAsitINGT-011- 1114 sePresid
ville is led by two senior speed- states top eight teams in a row, lead before the horn sounded
-children.
Eisenhower said today he does ties was raised Tuesday when
'Wagner, Mr. and Mrs. C. A.
-merchants; -Gore and McDaniel, Madisonville - the No. ••3 leans, victory for host Fulgham.
not _knowwhethee-- Soviet Mar- Secret'ary sof-State -Johns-Fester •
_Gerald Clerk,- Fulgham center,
M"igdn. Mr. and r•freliff -MaRittenberrya -hard-driving
Thrt
idifisay will be : Ori-FSfshal Georgi Zhukov has been Dulles told a news conference
fullback.
Caldwell County the No. 8 team. led his team with a 27-point Qt•lic•- communities which are son and daughter, Mr. and Mrs.
down-graded, but there is some the United States must be alert
effort that gave him game scor- Participating
in this United Na- Leonard Crouch, Mrs. 0 w e II
reason for the extraordinary fre- for possible Soviet ventures durThe Murray team turned, in
ing honbrs. sThree Murrayans Ilene
Jones.
Mrs.
Roberts
and
Walter
children's fund project.
quehcy of changes in the Soviet ing the unsettled situation in
its best performance to date
scored in double figures for a
Cook.
"Sharing is ...a typical ward in
government._
'Moscow.
against Mad•is,onville, especially
balance attack led by Vaughn
most American livee-- and these
"...Whenever a great nation
with 13.
in the second half when their
The President noted at a news seems to be having internal
boys and girls are going to learn
Fulgham
17 35 55 74
pawing attacks really clicked,
conference that Soviet leaders troubles, one has to bear in
it's meaning by carryini out
6 18 40 62
Murray Trainiag
They will depend on this passing
had compared Zhukov's "relief" mind the
this project", a spokesman for
historical fact that
Fulgham (74)
along with the fine kicking of
with the recent resignation of
the fellowsbip said today.
sometitnes those internal troubles
Stewart
8,
J.
Forwards:
L.
Cross, vele> is probably the best
UNITED
PRESS
By
U. S. Defense Secretary Charles lead to external acts designed
--fr.' •-•--punter in the W.K.C. to bring
Sill Solomon
Flu a n d its complications Kirby 8, J. Stewart 16„, Bowen
UNICEF, us attacking the disE. Wilson.
to solidify the situation at home
A
workshop
for
parents
and
9.
them victory Friday night.
claimed about 30 more lives dureases that arc the greatest enemEisenhower said he hopes or divert attention," Dulles said.
children under six. boy for the daily paper and
Center: Clark 27.
The . Murray and
Hoptown ing the past 24 hours, but there
ies of childhood, has made hal teachers of
Zhukov's resignation was ai com"We are always on the alert
years old will be held on the has built his route up to 75
Guards: Whitlock 7, Dean 5, goal to save from
teams are about on a par in size, was evidiSence the outbreak was
pletely voluntary and personal under those conditions."
death or yearS
Bennett.
campus customers who pay for their as Wilson's.
of suffering for the least amount Murray State College
en the wane in some areas.
But Dulles said "I don't want
paper by the week,' month or
Murray Training (62)
November 2.
The. President's comment fol- to give you the impression that
of money, as many children as Saturday,
A United Press tally since the
Forwards: Shroat If. WinchestThe workshop is sponsored by year.
lowed
a
Warning
Tuesday
by
possible,
was
rethe
of
Asian
flu
:
spokesman
said.
ease
first
we think there is war around
Bill is a real business man
er 3, Burton 12, Washer 8.
the Kentucky Conference on
Secretary of State John Foster
ported in the county last sumCenter: Parker 2.
Children under six and the Ken- and realizes the value of a Dulles that a Moscow struggle the corner, because we don't
UNICEF
can
provide
-inoculamer showed at least 449 deaths
Guards: Vaughn 13, Thompson tion toward control -Of TB for tucky Division, American Asso- d Mar, even at the early age for power is underway and the think it is."
blamed ,in flu and com-plications, 4. Suiter 7, Wallace 2.
of eleven. When he collects each
one . cent, or Sol bowls of rice ciation of University Women.
United States must be "on the
chiefly pneumonia. •
Keynote speaker will be Mrs. Saturday he brings his bank alert."
for five cents,. or twenty-eight
New York State continued 'to
profit
bank
his
along
to
book
glasses of 'milk for five cents, A: B. Sawyer. Jr., of Louisville.
The President said- he does
have the highest fatality rate
and much- more. Each country Mrs. Sawyer is the "Dean" of each week.
not know if Zhukov has been
• FIVE DAY FORECAST
with 126 deaths. Pennsylvania
Ledger and Times
daily
The
receiving UNICEF aid, matches private nursery sellout and kindown-graded or wheter Kremreported 82 fatalities.has the largest paid circulation
By United Press
lin leaders conterniaate
it at least dollar for dollar. Last dergarten teachers in Kentucky.
newspaper in Calloway
any
State Fatal. Listed
of
Kentucky - Temperatures for year the children of America She operated her own private
other move.
• t
The annual fall round-up of
in the city of
Elsewhere, there w. e r e 37
County,
both
It is difficult, the President
the five day period. Thursday gave the children of the world school- from 1930-1945. Currently,
the
Kentucky
Federation
of deaths in Michigan, -34 in Caliand the county.
will average over half a million dollars by she teached in the University Murray
said, to penetrate the minds of
Monday.
through
Bus i ness and Professional Worn- fornia, 21 in Illinois and Louisifew degrees above s:"Tricitou Treat" projects.
the men in the Kremlin, and
College, University of Louisville.
en's clubs was held on October ana, 15 each in Iowa. Washing- near or a
any such endeator is highly
normal of 51 degrees. Little -- The Juriiie High Fellowship
calls,I Mrs.' Sawyer will speak at 9:15
— —
26 and 27 at the Kenlake Hotel. ton and Wisconsin. 11 in Utah. the
speculaive even for intelligence
temperature trend until change will go out between 6:30 and 7:30
According to Sheriff Brigham
Maw Lucy Jane Chadwick, state 10 in Colorado. 9 in Hawaii. 7
Sunday.
or
agencies.
to colder Saturday
p.m. After making their
Futrell three youths were arrestOther''highlights of the propresident, gave the welcoming in Connecticut. 6 each in Indiana
Seca e of the ;.1‘. gclusive ed today and yesh rday and
Precipitation will average oneto the -herds. gram Wilt be densonatri‘on
•speech at the banquet held Mt and gentucley and 3 each in New
•
I
dzi•ileoturceroier
sitoffIcial
neetering
nattire
fourth to Mae-haff kat'
for a party,
.
have • admitted to - breaking Into
teaohing at 10 a.m. by Mrs. Sawse Saturday night. Mrs. Rubye Pool. Jersey, Tennessee and Oregon.
Moscow. the President did not the Hazel High School during
as rain rriday or Saturday.
The members of the group are yer • and Miss Vivian Butte of
10 vice-director of District I, introThe state of Washington acZhukov
case
whether
the
say
Nancylee Austin, Marion Belote, t h e Kindergarten
the past week-end.
University
duced the guest speaker, Dr. counted for 11 of the new flu
indicates a better or worse cliThe boys, whose names were
Beverly Goode, Diane Larsen, School, College of Education.
Harry M. Sparks, head of the fatalities, and the state health
affairs.
mate for international
not disclosed, "readily admitted"
Edwin Larsen, Elizabeth Perkins, University of Kentucky; films
Education Department of Murray department estimated there livere
is
some
He added that there
to the beeak-in. which occurred
Jchnny Pharris, Jeane Stetyler, concerning small children; quesState College. Dr. Sparks chose 57.860 cases- of influenza and
reason, which he dtte not attempt last Sunday evening. the sheriff
Sickle Terhune. Their sponsor is tion and answer periods, and
his
as
subject "Busineemedarri- other respiratory ailments. There
MEDICAL LAKE, Wash. aT - to identify, for the extraordinary said.
NEW YORK fir — A power Mrs. Orval Austin.
discussion. groups.
age. and Politics."
•
the frequency of changes in the
was no estimate of how many failure at the height of the rush
Two inmates shouldered
Two of the boys were arrested
equipment
and
of
Exhibits
The Senday morning session of the ill were stricken with
blame today for a lightning-swift Soviet ruling group since the !ate yesterday afternoon and the
hour Tuesday plunged the cavwork
kindergarten
for
material
began with 'a breakfast followed Asian flu.
but bloodless rebellion ' which death of Josef Stalin.
third this morning. All threeernous Grand Central -Terminal
will be on display throughout
by the -business session. T h e
Rep. James E. Van Zandt '(E- are in detention here in Murray
swept through the maximum seAlso in the Pacific Northwest, into darkness and forcer 50,000
the
day.
meeting was devoted to reports the case rate in Oregon continucurity ward of the Eastern State Pa.), one of a group of Con- under the custody of the sheriff.
-commuters le grope their way to
Registration for the workshop
gressmen recently returned from A hearing for the boys has been
I • from state committee chairmen, ed to climb and health officials
Hospital here.
their trains.
a.m.
begins
at
9
district directors. and presidents .-taid it was approaching the level
"If any blame is to be placed, a trip to Russia, told the United set for later in the week in
It was the worst power failure
• of districts 1, 2. 3. and 4.
it should be placed on us." said Press today he saw or head Juvenile Court,
of the 1918 flu epidemic. A sec- Ii hit midtown Manhattan in
indicate
The members from the Murray ond death W as reported at an
James Island and Ed Thomas. nothing while ,there to
0. R. Dersham. former Chief
many years. Several office skywants war
club were: Mesdames Alice Tra- Oregon State Wane for the Men"We just wanted reassurance we any Kremlin leader
scrapers in the Grand Central of Police of Murray and former
foreseeable fuvis. Rubye- Pool. Renezella Out-. tally Retarted Tuesday.
would -be treated like human be- -nor or in the
area were blacked out and work- resident of Murray and Calloway
ture;
land. Marjorie Hine. Laurent' Doings."
East Hit Nerd
County,
is
seriously
ill
in
Detroit
ers on their way home made
The Junior Class of Murray
The current big qpestion at
ran. and Sadie Nell Jones and
Thirty-five -hostages were held
In the East, flu reached epi- their way to elevators and down at the Woman's Hospital. Mr.
High School is sponsoring the
the White, House. in U. Se inMisses Vivian Hale and Dorothy demic •proportions in the northrevolt
when
the
'hours
for
:seven
Denham
and
his
family have homecoming party after the ball
stairs by matchlight.
and in the
In-an.
in- telligence agencies
ern part of Maine and PhiladelThe 2.200 guest rooms of the lived in Detroit for the past 25 game on Friday, November 1. It flared Tuesday in the mental
The United Church women of
-State and Defense Departments
stitution about 15 miles from
phia, Pa., became the latest big Waldrorf Astoria hotel were pitch te 30 years. He normally visits
is what upheaval in the Kremlin Murray and Calloway County
will be in the school cafeteria.
Spokane.
city to be hit by a major out- black
until
the
management in Murray. each year but was
caused Marshal Georgi Zhukov are meeting on Friday. Nov. 1 at
The highlight of the party will
The Manages were treated with to lose his job as Soviet defense 1:00 p.m. at the North Pleasant
break of influenza.
could distribute candles. The ho- prevented from doing so this be the crowning of the queen
rd
s,
ca
played
Courtesy. They
However She incidence of flu tel's lights were still out early year because of illness.
Grove Cumberland Presbyterian
minister.
who is Miss Sara King and her
,was reported on the decline in -today because of a fire in the
drank coffee and watched televiMr. and Mrs. Denham's only
Questioned prior to the Presi- church in their annual observance
attendants,
Misses
Diane
Elkins
WASHINGTON In - Repre- sere other flu-stricken ,states as building's electrical system,
sion while a ring of state patrol- dent's news conference. U. S. of World Community Day.
ap- son. Ruble. -passed away in 1940 and Kay Parker.
:
sentatives of dark and burley to- Illinois, Massastmetts and Mis- parently !tripped off
men and sheriff's deputies sur- officials professed no knowledge
One of United's church womby the pri- and they reside with Their daughThere
will
be
special
entertainbacco associations will meet sirsippi.
ter and her family. Mr. and Mrs.
rounded the modern brick unit. of what Soviet Communist Party en's four special days, this is the
mary p over failure.
ment,
dancing
and
plenty
of
rehere today with officials of 'the
Billy Murchison and sons. Bill
Dr. Garrett Heyns, newly-ap- boss Nikita Khrushchev would time, when such groups all over
44.4.144.44.4
US..Department of Agriculture
and Dicky, at 35 Florence, High- freshments.
pointed states institutions direc- do with Zhukov. 'or whether the world collect all types qf
Everyone
is
invited
to
attend.
land Park, Mich.
to discuss 1957 support prices.
tor, made a dramatic night from Khrushchev & Co. may have warm clothing for the parcels
Mr. Dersham has many friends
'
' Called to Washington for the
Yakima to center with the in- fired other high Soviet officials. for peace.
in Murray and Calloway County
Those attending are asked to
About 70 per -cent of edints mates.
▪ meeting were John Berry, LexEisenhower, as commander of
who hope for -his recovery.
over 40 nave rye defects, and
"; ingten, president of the Burley
Wives and families of the hos- Allied Armies in Worlds-War bring all, types of warm chithes,
W. Z. Carter in Murray is a about 67 out of 100 adult Ameri- tages stood vigil outside the douTobacco
was friendly with Zhukov yardage of denim or muslin, or
Growers
Association;
nephew.
cans wear glasses.
Stale Sen. C. W. Maloney. Onble-thickness wire fence sur- in Berlin following the defeat blankets. The parcels are shiprounding the building as Heyns of the Nazis. They met again ped through • the department 'of
ton, president of the Stemming
stalked into the building along when Eisenhower viisted Mos- interchurch aid and service of
District
Tobacco
Association;
' Holmes Ellie, Mursay re-tanager
with Dr. G. Sandritter, hospital cow shortly after the war, and the world council of cherches to
when the President attended the the following couptries, Africa.
.
superintendent.
• of the Western Dark Fired ToIndia and Pakistan.
bacco Growers Association; and
Stare patrolmen brought rifles Big Four summit meeting in Middle East,
Clothes are also sent to refuR. H. Hammack, Springfield,
and guns 'to theward gate in the Geneva in 1955.
gees awaiting 'resettlement - now
Appeared at Reception
event the apPearance of the two '
Tenn., president of the Easternso,
Officials watching the Krem- in camps in Austria. Gen-Orly
Dark Fired Tobacco Association.
men might toudh off violence.
some and Italy. The ladies of North
However, Heyns and Sandritter lin power struggle took
The meeting has been called
Tuesday. This Pleasant 'Grove church are preMoscow
in
heart
LOUISVILLE
V
The
Kenserious
consequence
were
to
and
all
REA
unarmed
walked in
to .work out a- loan agreement
startling development, paring the program which featucky Rural Electric Co-operative borrowers."
and storage contracts fur t h e
met at 'the, door by two inmates was a
to calm the tures a skit called "New Horidesigned
perhaps
Association
approved
a
Tuesday
s
In
other
resolutions,
the
group
smiled.
1957 crop.
who shook hands and
zons" and starring Mrs. Elmo
situation.KhrushTurkish-Syrian
resolution asking the Senate - to recommended that the power of
After conferring with the inThe parity support price on
Boyd. Mrs. John C. Cavitt and
leading
the
was
himself
reject the nomination of Arnold review over REA loans exceedchev
mates, Heyns went -to Spokane
dark tobacco has been increased
R. Jones as, a director 'of the ing $500,000 claimed by the secSoviet sabre rattler during Vhe Mrs. James Johns6rt,
Where 'he announced at 6:25 p.m.
$2.40 per 100. pounds. Support
Tennessee Valley Authority.
retary of agriculture be eliminat- p.s .t ., 'hat the uprising was-'over. still-smoldering war of nerves
prices on burley. have been inAt its" closing sessions. the ed.
between Turkey and Syria. But
creased by $3 per -100" pounds.
group ,also approved a recomofficials noted - Tuesday night
A fifth resolution recommendmendation that Congress increase ed that Congress investigate a
that Khrushchev was talking
its appropriations to TVA.
about peace again.
rise in interest rates charged
- By VERNON -SCOTT
Referring to the Jones appoint- REA borrowers.
United Press Hollywood Writer
ment, the 400 sate delegates
Tom Nelson, a management
-Eight
PICKFORD. Mich. an
HOLLYWOOD. tit - Goblins
said. "It appears .to be another consultant from New York, told
bats, witches and Boris Karloff
attempt to thwart and cripple the convention Tuesday that persons - a father, mother and
the effective operation sif TVA." rural electric co-ops have "reach- six of their seven children come out of hiding tomorrow
Jones received a recess ap- ed the dangerous age." He warn- burned to death early today when
night. It's Halleween.
'
VINO/•••••••••••••••
pointment after Congress took ed that the conditions- responsible fire, apparently caused' by a de"It's inc busiest time - o
e
•••4•••••••••••••
A. G. Gibson, former manager year for me." Karloff said in seno action fo confirm his nomi- for the founding of co-ups have fective coal heater, swept through
By UNITED PRESS
of the West Kentuelty Stages in pulchral tunes while sipping
nation as a TVA director:
been "pretty well met" and their house.
Southwest Kentucky - DeThe only • survivor was 11- Murray, is reported seriously ill glass of toniato jUice.
The co-op delegates' resolution added that there is now a tencreasing cloudiness and mild toadded, "His statements as acting dency to "leap back and tQce year-old Rose Carrick. She saved at Vanderbilt Hospital in Nash"I :should raise by prices in
day with high in the mid-60s.
het life by jumping from .the silk.
director of the Bureau of the things easy."
October! Akitasit everyone wants
Yáir with little change in temstory
the
second
porch
of
frame
Budget clearly indicate a .lack
known
was
widely
Mr.
Gibson
The Harmonettes, an all-girl
me to be a guest on his TV show
W perature tenight ahd Thursday,
of understanding ur coniplete in- singing group representing the home in an effort .to summon in•Stlurray and has many friends to terrify viewers. Quite flatlow 44 to 46.
difference to t h e success of Hickman - Fulton REA, Hick- help, for her family.
teem will regret to learn of his tering whvn you stop tu think
TVA."
The victims were Vern Carrick illness, While here he was a about it.'
man, won first place in _the
t
Some 5:30 a.M. temperatures:
The group praised David Ha- rural talent contest: Its members 45, a part-time - woods-worker; member- of the -hospital board, . "Not only am I in demand for
BIG SUCCESS—The 72-foot Vanguard rocket whooshes up from
Covington, Paducah and Bowling
mil,
administrator of the Rura) were Lola and Helen Willis, his wife, Irene, 30; and their ahd was very active in iivic af- guest shots,- he added._ "every
launching pad at Cape Canaveral, Fla., on its 109-mile-high,
Green 46, Lexington 44, London
Electrification Administration, for Milburn; and Patsy Whitlock and children; Dennis. 9; Harold, 7; faire.
:328-miles-out flight over the Atlantic. It reached a speed of
Halloween my old horror pictures
42. Leuisle 49 and Hopkinsville
his "courand and intelligence." Nancy Janes, both of Wingo.
Norma, 5; Joy, 3; Daniel. 1$
Ile was s Rotarian ahd was are taken from the tombs and re4,256 mph. Main purpose was to test the 27,000-hp first-stage
45.
..
4
The
resolution added Hamil's -e
c
The Kentetts, three girl singers month\ and James, 2 months a former . president of the local played. It all
rocket. Second and third stages were dummies. (international)
makes me quite
Evansville, Ind.; 461,
placemeht would "signify a m St from Corbin, Wok second place. old.
club.
proud."
•
e
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Flu Claims Thirty
More Lives Yesterday

ALL

iE
Co.

Kindergarten Age
Children Subect
Of Local Workshop

Fall Roundup
Held By B&P
se Women's Clubs

rray 77

•

Three Break
Into Hazel

Two Are
Responsible
For Uprising

v.v,y4ivle! •raturn-

Power Failure Dims
Parts Of New York

0. R. Denham Is
Seriously ill

17.50 to

Murray High Class
To Sponsor Party

is GAM
.ts
WHIDE,
AL BLUE

United Church
Women To Meet
This Friday

•••

/ Tobacco Men Will
Meet With Officials

•

5.

Rejection Of Jones Is Asked
By Rural Electric Coops

Boris Karloff Ready
For Halloween

Eight Die In
Flaming Houle

/ WEATHER I

A. G. Gibson
Seriously Ill
In Nashville •
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

New High In Styling, Safety

\t1 fes3LIINIALD BY LADGE.A • TEME8 PUBLISHING
Osnaolidetion at the Murray Ledige_r• Ttse :alai% cOMPANV. Ince
ay Tunes. and The
Imp Albeit-Herald. October al 19211t. od the
West Keentekuin January

Wat
Is F

_ft

1"1

JAMES C. 1111.1.4AMS, PORLLSH.121
Ire reserve the :vet
'reject any Advertuang, Letters to
the Editor.
w Publu Voice irtuda in
ur op000n are not tr.:: the best
'stereo' el 011r rise ern
Gi
RATIO!••AL REPRF.SEXTATIr ES: WALLACE
ar
WITM! R CO, 1/1641
jrg
Metroase. Memploa, Tenn., Zie Part Ave. New York,
307
Miclugee
oo Wee. Chicago. ea Boeystoa SS. Bostom
tittered at the Post Office. !Aurae,. Kenoway. fur
triousLossion ger
di
Second CLass Matter
the _IIIIIBEICRIPTION RATE& By Carrier us Murray.
per ire-ea 30c, pee
wale lemeth 115e. In Calloway and adjoinIng countie
s, per year 5.1 50, Male
othe entre. SL-50.
treed
er •
WEDNESDAY - OCTOBER :10. 1957

tur

A complete safety group, consisting of
power steerin
visors:, is available on all
Dodge cars. This Custom g, power brakes, pad dashboard and sun
compound picture windshiIOIS
eld, standard on all hardtop Rosa! four-door 1...,ncer also features the
and convertible medels. The
Torque-Flite transmission is an added convenience,
push-button
and the safety Torsion-Aire
all models.
ride is standard on

TVA WEEKLY NEWS
LETTER

Fo

A
per
ter
gro

reasonable 'limits. '
Investors Advisory Institute
says the decline so far has done
rettleh to correct recent • overenthusiasm'- the question now
facing technicians is whether
or not a firm base can be
established.:
Alexadder Hamilton hiltitute
says present prices of stocks
are so depressed that they are
actually predicting a very _severe
break in our economy, a -contingency which currently does
not appear likely.
"While profit margins are being squeezed in many industries
ctirretit business and the prosgiects for it over the interme-

A BIBLE THOUGHT FOR TODAY
Trust also in Him and He will bring it to
pass.
Psalm 17;5.

,

Wa

KIRKSEY
Route 2

Ten Years Ago Today

EVERGREENS

LI

BAN

By Tan

he South Marsha
mpions of the Fa
et Tournament hel
urray State Spurts ,
arch, will play thi
me of the cage :
vember 5th. when
host to the Fulgr
The Rebels, Marshal
iist recent consulid:
yed a most successl
ast year winning ov
ivals Benton and Pk
hall 'to capture •thi
strict trophy. The Cc
were led last year 1
Wilkins and Bob Pi
Brewers - half of the
Ilardin alliance. Both N
ed to the District 1
tournament team. Wilki
sistently high scorer'
27.5 points per game I
the tourney. - -•
Arming those retui
eaSQD
will be Gree
'ork and the tallest
the Rebel roster, Earl

On November 5th

.4 .'.
0

e_40,.
I,•

I

i

DNESDAY -

YES

Golden Hat Award To Pr;ncess Croce
. >, .-Ti .I•ir 10' ... !Ifni

Market Is
Just The Way
You See It

1957

VOTE

..

TVA's.'financial -statements fur
the 'fiscal year encting June 30. ! Ol'a.485 kilowatts -to 9.889.485
We should talk to God: He is wiser than
1957. - released today, show a ki.se-•atts. Since the close of
en
the year an additional 41.666
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The PADUCAH BURLEY FLO
OR is now open and
receiving tobacco for first
sales. The PADUCAH BURLEY FLOOR has added 12,000
square feet more floor
space to their warehouses.
This added space will enable
us to serve you even more efficientl
y than before and
give you quicker sales.

Stu
MIDWAY MO'

1 HESE TWO FINE WAREHOUSE
S ARE
OWNED AND HOME-OPERATED HOMEAND
THE PIONEERS OF THE PADUCAH BURLEY MARKET.

•

WE APPRECIATE YOUR BUSINESS
Sell Where The Contest Winners Sell
Opening Sale Dates Will Be

11.
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411

Later

Sell ik ith The Paducah Burk Floor
And Be I hippy

PADUCAH BURLEY
FLOOR
1010 Madison Street
Kennedy Bros.
J. G. Campbell
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LETS TALK

BASKETBALL
By James Lee Harmon

1

The South Marshall Rebels, 6-2 senior.
mpions of the Fourth' DisA new modern gymnasium is
ct Tournament held M the now under construction for Coach
urray State Sports Arena" last Joe Wilson's cagers and is exarch, will play their initial pected to be completed by Deme of the cage season on cember 20th when the Rebels
vember 5th. when they- wilts play host to Sedalia High. Until
host to the Fulgham High. the completion of the new buildThe Rebels, Marshall County's ing, home games will alternately
.st recent consolidation, en- be held at Brewers and Hardin.
yed a most successful Season
Urging the Marshall Countians
st year winning over. county to victory will be Linda Staples,
ivals Benton and North Mar- Jane Norsworthy. Judy Mohler,
hall Io capture the coveted Wanda West, Patsy Bouland and
'strict trophy. The Confederates Jeanne Henson, cheerleaders. Joe
ere led last year by Harold Harris and Shelton Borders will
ilkins and Bob Portis t h e act as the team managers.
Brewers - half of the BrewersRebel lioster
Hardin alliance. Both were nam- Player
Ht.
Yr.
ed to the District Four all- Jones, E.
6-2
12
tournament team. Wilkins, a con- Manner, G.
6-0
12
sistently high scorer racked up Lynch, D
5-8
12
27.5 points per game average in York, J.
5-11
12
the tourney. - -•
Green.' W.
5-10
12
Anu)ng those returning this Lovett, J.
5-6
12
on will be Green. Lynch. Mathis, J
6-1
11
ork and the tallest man on York, D.
5-11
11
the Rebel roster, Earl Jones, a Bohanan, J.
5-10
11
Morgan, D.
5-103S 11
Wilkins, P,.
_ —541- 10
Darnell, G.
11
fief
Schroader, L.
11
5.4
1541
Mohler, J.
10
Jones, P. ..
9
South Marshall Schedule
Nov. 5 Fulgham
Brewers
9 Hazel
A
Hardin
15 Almo
19 Murray Trng.
A
22 Lynn Grove
A
26 Hazel
Brewers
Dec. 6 Symsonia •
A
10 Kirksey
A
• 13 Benton
A
20 Sedalia
Jan. 3 Lynn Grove
7 Ballard
11
11 Heath
A
14 N. Marshall
A
17 -Henderson IIA
18 'Henderson -City
A
21 Kfrksey
24 Benton
31 Symsonia -• Ventilation when it rains
Feb. 1 Reidland
A
A
7 Almo
• less fogging of glass
11 Murray Trng
14 Concord
• Safety from exhaust fumes
18 Heath
21 N. Marshall
• Shade from the sun
25 Murray High
A
28 Reidland
Ti
• Added beauty for your car
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MADISON, Wis. IS — Jacket
hair cuts aren't legal at the
Madison jail. Dist. Atty. Joseph
Bloedgood said the sheriff had
no right to put a 17-year old
inmate into a restraining jacket
' just to trim his locks.

Test Driv„,.

Make no decision on any car
'til you try Twin-Traction
Ir• power, behind the wheel
of a new ';',8 Studebaker or
Packard... Today!

Ind

JR-

oor
ble

Studebaker-Packard

Ind

MIDWAY MOTORS Hiway 641 So. Murray, Ky.
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Crowd Hurt
Chances Of
Colorado
DENVER If — Coach Dallas
Ward charged Monday that a
partisan crowd cost Colorado
Saturday by deliberately drowning out the Colorado quarterback's signals.
With third down and two
yards 'to go on the Oklahoma
seven yard line in the third
period, Ward said, the crowd
set up a deafening din, reiris
forced by the thunder of a
bass drum in the Oklahoma
band.
"Quarterback Ralph Herbst
signaled to the crowd with his
arms for silence," Ward told
the Buffalo Roundup Club, "but
the partisan crowd yelled even
louder. Herbst had noticed a
big hole in Oklahoma's line and
called a check signal (to change
plays). He calls *up two.' The
center though he had called
'hike' and lifted the ball.
"Herbst wasn't ready,". Ward
said, "and we were called for
iltegal procedure. That COW lie
a touchdown."
Colorado lost the game, 13•14-.
When Oklahoma had trouble
hearing signals, Ward said, the
referee called time out, "And
the public address announcer
asked the crowd to be quiet.
And there was quiet."
"Never in my life — and I've
seen more than - 400 football
games — have I witnessed such
a spectacle as I .saw at Norman,"
he said.

FISHING
REPORT

Perfect Records
To Hold, Experts
down or less. As usual, OklahoNEW YORK if —Five of the m•a was the biggest favorite.
six major undefeated and untied
Odds. Are Close
college football teams are favorThe Lywa-Michigan game was
ed by oddsrnakers to retain their
perfect records in Saturday's the closest, of course, and four
were one-point picks—Nebraska
games.
The sixth team — Iowa — was over Kansas, Stanford over Orerated even _in its national televi- gon. West Virginia_ over Penn
State and Baylor over Texas
sion game with Michigan.
Notre Dame was rated- three Christian.
In games Friday night, Boston
points over Navy; Texas Matd
was six over Arkansas; Oklaho- University was six over George
ma was 30 over Kansas state; Washington and Miami of--FILIW
Auburn was eight over Florida, da was 15 over Villanova.
Here are the point-spreads on
and Dartmouth three over Yale.
The ockismakers, perhaps made the other leading Saturday games
wary by upsets, were cautious, by sections:
East —Dartmouth 3 over Yale;
and 22 of the 39 games on the
card had a spread of one touch- Princeton 7 over Brown; Pitts- -burgh 9 over Syracuse; Penn 13
over Harvard; Cornell 13 over
Columbia; Army 26 over Colgate.
4
Other Picks
-311411wast—Wishiatt 2 over's-Dayton (piano: NotreDame 3_ over
Navy; Illinois 5 over Purdue:
- It - over Detroit:
rado 7 over Missouri; Michigan
State ,8 over Wisconsin:- a
te 14 over_Northw
SARASOTA, Fla.'711It — Mil- nesotit 28 over_.
waukee pitcher Lew Burdette,
South—South Carelina 3 over
still exhilarated over his World Maryland; LSU 6
over VanderSeries performance, played hero bill; Tennessee
7 over North
all over again Monday night
Carohna; Georgia 8 over Alabafor "hometown" folks who iaved
ma; Mississippi State 17 over
their celebration for his return.
Tulane; North Carolina State 18
Burdett*, who Whipped the
over Wake Forest; Mississippi 20
New York Yankees three times
over Houston.
in the series, was feted at a
Southwest
Texas 6 over
banquet. He spoke only briefly,
but admitted he was still up Southern Methodist; Oklahoma
in the air over the Braves' vic- State 8 over Texas Tech; Rice
over Clemson (night).
tory.
Far West—Washington 6 over
"I have had an awful funny
feeling for about a months now," Southern California; Oregon State
7 over Washington State; UCLA
he confided.
Burdete, who moved his family 7 over California; College of
here in 1954. was honored with Pacific 12 over Marquette.
tf homecoming parade through
the city- and a ceremony at
Payne Park in which he was
presented a 75 horsepower cabin
cruiser, a gold key to the city
and' a bronze plaque. The homecoming ended with a banquet
Monday night.
The cabin cruiser was financed by donations from School
children and local citizens.

Burdette Is
kwarded Cabi
Cruiser

Water — 58 degrees — clear
—slight rise in level.
-Remarks: This is the last of
cur weekly fishing reports for
the 1957 season. Our Cottages,
Airport and docks will remain
open through out the winter,
but the time has come when
the number of people fishing
hardly warrents the production
of this report.
We sineerely hope that The
reports has been of service to
each of you and may we say
that any suggestion to better
it for next season will be greatly
appreciated.
In conclusion it is nice to
note that fall bais—frifirrig is
excellent nad many more good
catches will be made. The only
possible interference that We
can see for the near future
NEW YORK If — Fred Hutwould be uncomfortable temchinson and Al Lopez. nice guys
peratures or high winds.
who finished second, were chosen
Incite id ua 1 Catches
as the United Press major league
Fort CaMPbell, Ky.: Herman managers of the year 1957.
Cox, Louis Koran, 5 stripes, 13
The 48-year old manager of
largemouth up to 5 lbs. 8 oz., the St. Louis Cardinals and the
Col. Spinner.
49-year old pilot of the Chicago
White Sox were honored by two
Russellville, Ky.: Basil Hinton, special committees
of 24 baseCecil Herndon, 7 bass, top 4 ball writers. In each case, the
lbs., 13I2 oz.. sponoplug. George writers picked
a manager vsho
E. Wallace. 7 bass, 21/2 to 3 lbs., "did the most with his material"
Bomber and Spoonplug. Jack rather than
a pennant-winner.
McElwain and Cecil Herndon,
The National League commit9 bass, 2 to 41O lbs., Spoonplug. tee selected Hutchinson over
Paducah. Ky.: Mr. Fred Babb, Fred Haney of the Milwaukee
20 crappie and bass, ie to 1SS Braves. 16-7, with one vote for
lbs.. minnows.
Bill Rigney of the New York
Murray. Ky.: M/Sgt. Shelley Giants. The American League
and M/Sgt. Vaughn, 13 fish, committee chose Lopez over Paul
11 lm and 2 stripes, 21S lbs., Richards of the Baltimore Oriotes,
Mepp Spinner.
12-10. with two votes for Casey
Paul Gilliam
Stengel of the New York Yankees.
Hutchinson, in his second season with the Cardinals, led the
Redbirds' surprising bid for the
National League flag. Picked no
better than fourth by most preseason analysists and tabbed ofr
the second-division by many,
the Cardinals threatened t h e
Braves all the way and were
only pis games behind the frontrunners on Sept IS,
'Lopez. taking over the White
S-ox after six years with the
Cleveland Indians, led the 'club
to its best finish Since 1920.
Obviously outmanned -by the
Yankees: the White Sox nevertheless carried the fight to the
defending world champions.
"Winning this pennant caused
me more worries than any' oth-.
er," said Stengel the night the
Yankees clinched the pennant.
"And the reason is that Lopez
kept. them hustling every minute
of the pennant race."

UP Managers
Of The Year
Are Named

Tommy Tibbs
To Get TV
Engagement
NEW YORK If — Lightweight
Tommy Tibbs, the little Boston
bull whose,_rapid-fire hooking
attack to body and head upset
Frankie. Ippolito, will get another TV fight at St. Nicholas
Arena, Dec. .16.
Frankie Ryff or Davey Moore
will be the December opponent
for the stocky New England
I.w. champ, who Monday night
ripped out a lopsided decision
over blood -smeared Ippolito of
New York in their TV 10rounder at St. Nick's.
Ippolito, weighing 138 pounds
to Tibbs' 132ts, was favored
at 9-5. But surprised Frankie
took two canvas trips, one of
which was questionably ruled
a slip. And he bled from the
nose, from a deep gash on his
right brow a n d from minor
wounds on both cheeks.
It was Tibbs' 40th victory in
86 bouts. Becaujig of unimpressive performanc'Es early in his
career, 23-year old Tommy has
last more fights_ than he won'
43 to 40. He also had four
Ippolito, also 23, suffered his
seventh defeat in 28 starts.
What Happened To....
IrIESTER PATRICK
By United Press
Theugh he spent 19 years as
a . hockey player, many more
as coach and manager and fathered two hockey stars now serving as general managers of National League clubs, Lester Patrick is best remembered for the
1927 Stanley Cup playoffs. When
the New York Rangers goalie
was injured, Patrick came off
the bench to replace him and
won the game despite his 45
years and complete unfamiliarity
with the position.

Tuesday Nig-lit and Thursday Night.

4

Murray Grill Will Feature

Real Italian Spaghetti

.
I

and on Wednesday Night

Chinese
Food
Delicious
Exotic Chicken
Chow Mein with Sue's
Special Egg Rolls

Sue and Charlie Welcome You To Try These
Different Tasty Treats

•

Murray Grill
West Main Street
at7

=MID

HOST PROGRESSES
— Chancellor
CHICAGO
Enrique Aguirre of Mexico City
said Tuesday' that Chicago has
made satisfactory progress'in
its role as host for the - Mt
Pan American Games. Aguirre
met Tuesday with committee
chairmen of the games.
BARROW RITES TOMORROW
WHITE PLAINS. N. Y. If —
Funeral serVices for Fanhie T.
Barrow, 77-year old widow of
ex-New York Yankee president
Ed Barrow, will be held Thursday - tit Christ's church, Rye, N.
Y. Mrs. Barrow died Tuesday
at her home here.

•

•

„
•

,

\

Sports Parade
By OSCAR FRALEY
United Press Sports Writer
TOKYO
— Japan stood at
the top of the golf world today
because an Oriental Gene Sarazen and a Manchurian - born
mashie artist proved once again
that while you drive for show
you putt for dough.
, That was the story as Nippon
mopped up In the International
Trophy and Canada Cup matches
at Kasumigaseki Country Club
to wallop the best hitters from
29 other nations over a demanding 72-hole route.
Torakichi (Pete) Nakamura, a
41-year old refugee from the
rice paddies, won the individual
International Trophy with -a '14under par record 274 for the
72-hole distrce. They said he
"can't hit it out tif his oWn
shadow" but he finished seven
shots ahead of America's Sam
Snead, South 'Africa's Gary
Player and Welshman Dave
Thomas.
And Nakamura, a slant-eyed
carbon copy of Sarazen, teamed
with slender Koichi Ono, a naturalized Japanese from Ilanchuriak to cop the Canada Cup

twosome title with a total of
557 — 19 shots under par and
nine fat -strokes ahead of the
second place total of 546 carded
by Snead and Jimmy Demaret
Nakamura's' individual
274
broke by one stroke the Interetional Trophy record of 275
set by Canada's Stan Leonard
in 19.54. This time Leonard finished in a tie for fifth with
Ono at 283 while Demaret had
a 285 which locked him with
Australia's Bruce Champton. The
Japanese, however, tell one shot
short of matching Australia's record winning total of 556 in
1954 but it was no contest as
they stroked home nine shots
ahead of the Yanks' 566 with
South Africa third at 569. Australia fourth at 572, Wales sixth
at 573 and Canada seventh at
576.
"We're al proud or .you Pete,"
said International Golf Association President Frank Pace in
presenting Nakamura the $2,500
top prize — $1,500 for individual
honors and half of the $2,000 ,
team prize.
"Me too," Pete grinned, Mile
ins his puttee.
"He ought to kiss that puttar.t....

DINETTE
Trade-In Sale
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Now In Progress At

CrassFurn.Co.
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evolution-at..

UPE1- 1..FU
Thew wall 10 tanks. 0.• 4 is. .”0..• WO to,* .0 0.,•.rent,.• A-Plvs fleet
Pc..1 NW.Of ,••/•••• h*•••••1) Sup••*Oscines wow* 11•01 A Plus o.4 prtorn.. *••••••

Ashland

14115

fist with Plus Power!
It's the newest, most modern super fuel—with the most benefits for you! No
other gasoline in the world offers the Plus features you get with A-Plus!
PLIIS Peak Pews, Delivery to satisfy
the super-octane demands of today's high.
555 compression cars. nig All-se•se. Instant Response.
A Plus octanes are power stabilized by
patented- aviation fuel components.
PLIIS Special Power Blend. Reduces
acid action . . . rust . . . and spark-plug
fouling.
PLUS Fifths-Point P,••••ttet. . . at fuel
tank, fuel pump. carburetor. manifold,
intake valves, combustion chamber, spark
plugs, and PthAllItt vtlivIAN. Given you up
to 50q longer engine life.

T-

•

Give the family
A REAL TREAT.

iS

,.5

PAGE THRIIII

NUS Dammam. Cleans out engine deposit. Keeps new cars new and re-powers
older cant.
PLUS Knack-free Performance. Preventik
pre- ig it it 10I1 knock.
PLUS Eon Mikis P., Tankful. Discover
real operating economy with A•Plus. Gives
your car new power, new compression, new
efficiency. Dollars saved in your pocket!

You'll feel the powetfuledifference from your first tankful!

PERFECT PCIWER PARTNER ... Valvoline All-Climate Motor
Uil -t he all-sea,ion, all temperature motor oil. Always free-flowing,
tough-bodied. SUPER engineered. Change today to Valvoline!

- -

and

OIL
cc PRODUCTS."Pit

ASHLAND OIL & REFINING COMPANY

•

•
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Weddings

Woman Not
Flimflammed
By Packages.,

Cob&

Club N.
Phone 694-M-4 et 763-3

Jo Butleen, Lator

PERSONALS

Ileld By Creative
.-11-ts 1)eparttnent

J. Matt Sparkman

To Speak At Meet
Delta Department

United Press Staff Correspondent

S

miat

Cahatdier

Wednesday, Octpber 30

'Mr. and Mrs. Leman L e e
Powell of Bentehllitaute.Two are
the paretns ot.a son, David Brent,
weighing eight pounds 6 'ounces,
born un Saturday, October. 19,
at the hfurrai• FlospitaL

The Delta Department of the
The WSCS of First Methodist
Murray Woman's Club will hold Church will have a worship proits regular meeting at the club gram for the week of prayer in
house on Tuesday,. November 5, the social hall at seven-thirty
at ses en-thirty o'clock in the o'clock.
evening.
AL,* •
J. Matt Sparkman will be the
• •S
Thursday, October 31
guest' speaker for the evening.
The chapel of First Methodist
Gary Minton is the name chosHe eel speak on "Who's Who In Church_ will be open for quiet
en by Mr. and Mrs. William Paul
for Murray." Miss Frances Sexton is meditatipn and prayer from ten
Perdue. 523 Hived Street;
'
'
`-1 the Prairam
to fiN;e7o'clock.
their son; weighing seven pounds m c-narde
The hostesses will be Mrs. F.
two ounces, born an Sunday, OcCrawford ,Mrs. A. D. ButterE.
Monday, November 4
tober 20, at the, Murray Hospital.
worth. Mrs. Wells Purelorn, and
.
•• S S
The Lottie Moon Circle of the
Mrs. W. J. Gibson,
WMS of the First Baptist Church
•• = •
A sen. Eddie Lee, weighing
will meet at the home of Mrs.
pounds 13 ounces, was born
James Ward, North Twenfth St.,
11"
*
7
to Mr. and Mrs. James Scott 11
S
rr
at oven-thirty o'clock.
or 13e-iron -Refute-a-HeariCkson - •• • • .
22,
at
October
Tuesday.
on
Foal
ratialrer.
November 5
Tuesday,
liseseitai... _
- Luach ivat sersed at the noon the Murray • • • •
The Jessie Ludwick Circle of
SoMissionary
Womana
The
War. Mrs. J-aeph Berry and
Woman's Associatiop of the
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Edwin ciely of the memorial Baptist the
Maiswice 'Crass %%try the
College Presbyterian Church wi,11
are
One
Route
Hardin
cif
Frazell
church
on
Church met at the
bestows for the ciae
with Mrs. Mary Brown at
.
* • • •
the parents of a daughter. Vickie Monday. October 28. at seven- meet
Hall at two o'clock.
Wells
evening
for
clock
an
o
'
thirty
pounds
seven
weighing
Lynne.
the
•• •
814 euntes. barn on Friday, °ea__ the general monthly program
No. 19 Ord-Assembly
Murray
!ober 18. a: the Murrdy'Hospital. meeting.
er of the Rainbow for Girls will
.•.•
, Mrs. Voris Sanderson was. in hold its regular meeting at the
chosen bliY charge of :he Royal Service proF":'" is the name
Masonic Hall at seven o'clock. =
Ajp,,-., Lit-par-men. A "„ee Mr and Mrs. C. L. Cherry of gram ,,in the theme, "An Open
;
••• •
Route
One
Tenn_
de.
M
giving
'
1 1r Deer". with the leader
Me' .iy W'enan's Club held its
The Delta Department of the
daughter,aveieting
their
-n the .ntroduction. Mrs. T. A. Murray Woman's Club will meet
se
"
relge.er meeting at the club house
b o r n ies Thacker was the doorkeeper.
alb Saturday. Ckesber 26. al two- peunds 21e ounces,
at the club house at seven-thirty
the
October
16,
at
Wedneeday.
Telees were discussed as fol- O'clock.
lbar y aciack in the afternoon.
lows: "Door to Christian AdisAn urairetaing program was Murrae .Hespital.
• • •.•
hens". Mrs.. H. M. McElrath;
presented oy a Great Books pandaughter,
Jarie-ce Carrel. -Door of Heritage", Mrs. J. -0.
A.
the
Larson
as
Edvan
e, a .irt Dr
ne dere" ii 0-here an the' panel averting seven pounds 10 eunces, Reeves; eDoor of the Present",
wert Dr :ind Mr= H C. Wood- Was barn to Mr. and Mrs. Louis Mrs. Thacker; "Doer of Opperbridge Mee •Bea•rice Frye. De. Earl Collins, Sr.. of Benton Route :unity--". Mrs. C. J. Bradlee': "New
Frii, October 18, at Dears fiir Southern Baptiets",
It g pare. .na and Prot tea le I One .n's
the .Murray illespital.
'
Mrs. Sanderson: "Door of ReWimp t_
--— *-e * 30.
— — t--ireahsitaiitea-e- Mrs. -J. -WaShebeac
,-. nelreeeder dEfeedis1-411i-' - ei=1
. earned theetrial'ef -Sorrow front - - Mr‘ -and Nine Dan-HalLenn- and -Deers Opened Wide", Mrs. Louthe beset_ -The Apology" ny children. Ada Sue and Danny. den Stubblefield.
teeen; late, Saturday in Nashville
The coup opened the program
Mai Lelasull Ov.•en. 'chairman, celebrating both Ada Sfue and by -repeating the WACO watchDarn* -,.., v.rtbday. which was w.ad for the year followed by
presideel a" Int thee 1 e.g.
the song, "Lead On, 0 King
leareetenen.a iiff pumpkin pie flatureey. October 26.
•.• •
_Eternal."
and e i/te erre served to the
auto
your
When you ride in an
ei,e miner., and -guests
Mrs. H. M. MeElrath. presipreeeee ear, e.g as the n.43assaa . eyestgrtt len': as keen as when dent of the WAILS, presided at
sea me, ae, reverses. Mrs. J. eyeu are sitarig still. Apparently ••rie meeting.
,
• •••
H. C eanee Mrs P. A. Hart. I the car's vibrations make the
, Mere Rears. Setter, and Mrs. eyeball vibrate, pr clueing blur- Surprise
red images.
Mariar. Finney
The m-srenly workshop meet-lag 'let the Creative Ara
silent of the Murray Woman's
Club was fisee on Menday, October 311, at ten o'clock in the
anartung at the club house.
Lech at the mesnoen continued aer 'work eritht "Pamtuag of
Paper Mlactie" which project was
begun it tne Septemoer meeting.
MTS. Henry Hatton is cadmium
of tae pr,grain Cutrittl."...nor•
Mrs. Koix-r. Hata, cteennan of
the eep.ratnen..., e new:Lei a
sour; bedaeare edelan. 1: was anniouncea ;ha: the ueparenent had
the taghes, percentage el attendee/sae 'for tea er.eus departments
al the Wanana Club for Sep-

said. "Anyone who thinks a
woman can be tricked into buying something s h e absolutely
doesn't want, doesn't know linuch
about women."
Michell said his interest was
aroused by recent publication of
psycholgical studies that claimed
women are influenced into buying products by the design and'
or the color of the package

By FRANK SPENCER

1111111•1111BMInnallallga

If'orkshop .1leeting
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CHICAGO It — A package
engineer today came to the defense of American womanhood.
"We've heard a multitude of
assertions that imply our wornenkind can be hood - winked,
bam-boozled and otherwise flimflammed by pretty packages,"
said Jerome N. Mitchell, vice
president of the Walter Frank
organization.
-Well, I just want to say this
Isn't necessarily so," Mitchell

Not Black Magic
"This is true at times," Mitchell
gait-1 an an interview. ."But let's
not get into the world of black
magic. Some of these reports
say Is-omen subsconscionsly choose
a product because they're drawn
to it by some strange psychological appeal that they themsea es don't understand.",
Mitchell is in charge of design
and development for his company and he indicated that most
members of his craft believe
far more basic scientific criteria

must be the basis for package ing motives," he said "Let's not
underestimate the intelligence of
design.
"Some imply that package en- American woreen."
gineering is work for mystics,
that packages are developed in
something akin to seances rather
than by study of basic merchandising and marketing factors,"
Michell said.
EROS '
"Even a woman's product need
THURSDAY
not be in a pretty package if
mfirket testirg inditates otherThe people,the events
wise,"

jriersuiciair
NOW!

Need

Not Be Pretty

Packaging of products for sale
in supermarkets offers the best
evidence that a beautiful box
does not always assure a sale,
he said.
"You can have a comparative
ugly duckling package, front the
standpoint of color and design,
but if its use can be clearly
seen and the price is right,
chances are good that it will
into the lady's shopping cart."
Packaging, Michell said, is an
art and a craft and a science
rolled into one.
"It isn't any business for halfbaked generalizations about buy-
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IF SHOE DOESN'T FIT?

ilssionary
Society, emorial
Church. Has Meet

TOLEDO, Ohio API — When
Mrs. Eileen Roesler's_ keys .didn't
fit the door of her ear she had
it towed to a garage and the
lock changed. The ignition key
didn't fit either, so - that lock
was changed. It was only later
that Thomas G. Harvey got Ins
car back and Mrs. Roeeler got
the right one.

lpha Department
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27—Warm
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INSTALLING A NEW HEATING SYSTEM?
Let's get to the Heart of the matter—

TEMCO's
-elirda-HEAT EXCHANGETC..
"11111P

Mrs George a
n was the
honeree at a stirpr.,e stork shower given at 'the home of Mrs.
Kenneth Adams on Thursday,
October 24. at seventhirty o'clock
the evening.
The hostesses ,ifor the event
were Mrs. Adams, Mrs. I) o n
Breeden. Mrs. Bob Corman, and
:
-TChurIcs- Whl.nell.
The honoree had been invited
to attend a movie with her girl
friend and When she arrived at
the Adam's home she was surprised to see the group aernbled for the shower. We. Shelton
was presented a novelty corsage
ef a ra,tler and chrysanthemums.
Mrs. Shelton opened. her many
nice gifts which had been placed
on a table overlaid with a pink
cloth and centered with a stork
hrlding a diaper in its mouth.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses from the table covered with a pink a n d white
stripped cloth and with an arraforement of ehryeinlhemums
and baby's. breath. Games were
played by the group.
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"EVERY FOOT A SQUARE DEAL"
104 East Maple St.
Phone 262

Be? Ait inipOlei Sport Cot/et-nee/in the low-once field!
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ALMOST TOO NEW TO BE TRUE!
'58 CHEVROLET!
The biggest, boldest move any car ever made!

Meer the; 458 Chevrolet . . . panther-quit k.
silkairmooth ... it illt a I
a Full foil suspro ' t.
two new super models!

anlihe any oilier,
a real air ride .

Here tomorrow!

Look at Chevrolet's airy new styling. 'that's

0 •

..er,
how new Chevrolet is all over! It's
wider-ffine inches longer.
There's an all-new Turbo-Thrust V8? engine. Pair it up with Turboglide*. and you'll'
command the quickest combination on the

Mrs. Mary Browne will be hose
tees for the meeting of the Jessie
Ludwick Circle of the Woman's
ciaeen of the Cellege Presojeerian Church to be held -at
her apartment at Wells Hall on
Tuesday, November 5, at two
o'clock in the afternoon.
The program will. be presented
by Mrs. B. F. Seheefriue and the.
'devotion will be by Mrs. L. A.
Moore. All ninnebrs are urged
o aeend.
•

Th.

Murray Lumber Co. Inc.

Dare Mun,.
rsa h in 15
ro.41,er. Ott

.11rs. Mary Brown
Hostess For Meet

m at impost Int part of Aro. automatic gas
- neer -trutv the
ramtrat heating tsalI .the h. tit eat ri .
OP •

32—Small valle3
14—Conaealed
3S—indication

Shower
Is Given In Honor
Of .1Irs. Shelton

••

To. neat imperfent orsanan tie- hen. in body a the

FLYING SAUCER—In 1909, James Rock in his novel "Thro' Space,"
included this space ship, which looks like a flying saucer. It was
capable of remaining suspended in air and moving in any direction. This was done by spilling a common type of salt upon a
radium and helium mixture, prodiking a new substance he called
bellium. When treated electrically, the substance would travel
away from the earth.(New York Public Library, Central Press)

door eloped 11
-woe- Older
when Vic
the Rider Nnel
trouble. At
ors. Pt Hely to
Tull kissing I

road. There are two new rides-.Fult Coil suspension and a real air ride*. The body-frame
design is new, the wheelbase' is longer. .
There's a new 4-headlight ystem, new 6
and V8 power, foot-operated parking brake.
And .two new super models - the Bel Air

Impala Sport Coupe aryl Convertible, most

'58!
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luxurious and -distinctive Chevrolets of all. Sec
all that's new at your Chevrolet dealer's soon!
•optional at extra cost.
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PuntP & Pipe
Railroad -Ave.

Across- From P O.

Ph. 197
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I2—Exist
13—Fabric
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W....P._ Roberts ei the 11o1urray
Nursery and Florist reported that
tie
, has received several loads
el choice evergreens and invites
his- friends -to come in and look
them over. They have several
-of earthen and other
broadleaf evergreens, including
azaleas as well as the coniferous
types.
, 'As usual they will give landscaping ser% ice and advice. It
makes 'a' lot of difference what
plants are used and where they
are placed, Mer Roberta ygicl,
An ad appears elsewhere in
this Amine.
Th accon-rinxiate ita weenen
commuters, Brit Leh Railwaye have
oriCied .100 trains 'for ladies' only'
its schedule', with afternoon
_a • aerved .un. evury truth.
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[-ram Transfers

' he said "Let's not
the intelligence of
amen."

•

Freeman Johns-on and Thelma
Johnson. to Phillips D. Mitchell,
lot.

ENDS
THURSDAY

Gracie Clayton Wall and Ozro
S. Wall to J. D. Wail and Mary
Wall, 10 acres of land.

Se per weird ar era day, nolnlinur of 17 wards for frOo - eis per weed for throe days. Classified sea are pnyabls

)ple, the events
international
Iler are on the
screen!

% YOU'VE GOT YOURS, we've got
T this. A good used car priced to
fit any budget. Completely depeneible. spotless clean. Main
Street Motors. 1416 Main Street.
1TC
MALE POINTER, liver .& white,
age 1.5 months, neither man or
gun shy. Guy Smith, Almo. Call
NIP
482-R.
MAJIC CHIEF, large size circulating oil heater. Also medium
size circulating Coal heater. Both

•
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ASON • JOAN FONTAINE
ORtOCIE • JOAN COLLINS
:HAEL RENNIE
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37-Renovate
SS-Compass point
40- Slim
42-Memoranda
44-Want
CS-Female bore*
411-BrIng forth
4S -Sole rights
51-Seecor
42-Shovel
I4-Dean SL-Golf mound
64-Alleviates
67-Goal
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SERVICES OFFERED

EMPIRE Natural floor furnace, AUTO IlankiltANCE, reasonkble
50,000 BTU gas with wall ther- rates, no membership involved. I WILL DO washing and ironing
mostat. Phone 1737-J.
030C Wilson Insurante, Mam Street. in my home. Satisfaction guarPhone 321.
TFC anteed. Reasonable rates. Phone
1723.
NIP
BRITISH MG - A Sports Roadster. Wire wheels, white walls,
Olga° STOCK removed free.
electric fuel pump, Lucas 12 volt
Nadio dispatched trucks. Duncan ,
system, registers 120 miles per
Tankage C‘,. Prompt service 7 /
hr., at 30 miles per gal. White
little beauty at a big savings of 2 SINGLE Bedrooms, steam heat. days a week. Call long distance
$2195. Will trade fur cheaper Also four room apartment, elec- collect. Mayfield 433, Union City
car, can finance. Call 1550-W-1 tric heat. Available Nov. 1. R. W. :30S.
Vs.
030C Churchill. Phone 7.
Mayfield.
030C
SINGER Sewing machine sales
LATE MODEL Kelvinatur elec- ROOM with bath and ttailt beds,
and service on all makes. Call
$5 each. One room, with two
before 8:00 or after 4:00. Leon
beds, $4 each. Beale Hotel.
Hall, phone 934-J. ,
N2C
Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
030C

CROSSWORD PUZZLE
1-Republican
parry (kilt.)
4-sariow;
- -Aiboards.
5-Se line (colleig.)
12-Exist
13-Fabric
14-Macaw
16-elielel
:
Was mistakes
Region
-Boer*
2I-Helmems.n
23-Blemish
26-Pahl notice
27-Warm
If--On the mean

sevanco.

r-

in good. condition. See at 402 N. tric range, excellent condition.
NIP 505 S. 11th. Phone 235.
7th. Phone 651-J.
030C I

FOR SALE

I

ANUCK•ALFRED HAYES
_
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fa
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Au

6-Italian unit
of currency

LOOK! Ten Alum storm windows with Alum screen and one

, FOR SALE

or TRADE , door, $189 installed. We
also
1 have the triple track. No down
2-ROW International corn snap- payment. Up to 38 months to

per. J. B. Stewart, Mayfield pay. Home Comfort Co., 18th and
N7C
Hwy. Paris, Tenn. Phone 1497- Main St. Phone 1303
J-1.
030?
SAVE $1.00 on Terri Lee, Rosemary and the Revlon dull if
layed away by Nov. 15. $1 holds
the doll. The Cherry's.
031C

[WANTED to BUY
USED TRAILER. Call 411.

•
first manifestations mifht be
fee••••••••••••••••••••••••••••41110
caled hysteria if you were
strongly psychosomatically minded. But these manifestations are
not, "for the simple reason that
they are notd ramatic enough."
The term, "hysteria," he said,
"GUARANTEED PERFECT"
is "over-used and misused without rhyme or reason. Every
emotion _is _often called_
hysteria" even when the emotion
is "completely normal." Genuine
hysteria is "a social disease.
"Nobody is hysteric between
his four walls," he continued.
"An hysteric wants something.
He demonstrates his disease, he
is interested in it, in order
to get .something out of it and
o get it cheaply - a hats sympathy, recognition, escape from
a disagreeable situation."
Wedding Ring $73.00
Doctors can't, be too careful
in deciding what is hysteria.
"A diagnosis of hysteria ,is
not complete unless it includes
the mechanism behind it, which
means 'what does, the patient
want'?'" But there is no problem
MOORE MOORED
PPPPP 193-J
actually, in his opinion. "In this
8. 4th St.
-- country,'' he said, "there isn't
'SOUTH BEND, Ind. t
.
Using initiative, skill and special any" hysteria.
leeillets••••••••••••••••%04Neieve••••••
equipment, it. it. Moore launched an enterprise in the center
oisshe business district. He dropped a fishing line into the St.
Joseph River which runs through
town and Largled more than six
bass, which exceeded the limit
and cost him .$29.

he said "great (medical) sins
are committed by the designation, 'psychosomatic.'"
In figuring out what causes
odd symptoms in the nervous
systems of patients, doctprs make
their "greatest mistakes by calling something psychogenic (originating in the minu) that is
actually s usgaruc:2•_-he_ salcL A
neurologist, of Salk Francisco, he
was lecturing non - specialized
By DELOS IlififrTH
'
physicians on the meanings of
Salad Prose Seance Editor
NEW YORK, IP - Swimming obscure neurological symptoms
against the present-day scien- in the Technical Journal of the
tific current, a medical doctor American Academy of General
demands !pore attention for the Practice.
"something
because
Merely
"somatopsjUic" and less for the
happened after emotion, is ac"psychosomatic."
In case you didn't figure it companied by emotion or -inout instantly, "somatopsychic" is creased by emotion," no doctor
the influence of the buoy over snoula jump to the conclusion
the mind instead of the other tnat this physical "something"
way round, which is "psychuso- is caused by emotion, he said.
..
Not Dramatic Enough
Matic."
He cited a physical disorder,
Dr. •Robert Wartenberg, the
dissenter against the growing "torsion dystonia," and said its

Somatopsychic
Needs More
tare, Science

'

1111111•

SWEEPING STYLING ('HANGES ARE APPARENT IN THE 1958 FORE)('AR LINE. The Fairlane 500
Town Victoria(right)and Fairlane Club Victoria (left)share with all new Fords suehdramatir sty ling changes as new
safety dual headlights, corrosion-proof anodised aluminum grille, power flow hood, slip stream roof. sculptured
Inverted V trunk lid and twin safety taillights. Engineering and design advances include new engines, new ('rube.
0-Made transmission and optional Ford-Aire suspension, The new Ford car line will be on display at lord dealerships on November 7.

H. B. Turner a n d Bernice
Turner to Henry T. Adams and
Lillie Adams, iar.
Edwin F. Hoc.hnisiol and Virginia Hodimedel to Raymond
Phelps and Lavie P. Phelps, kit.
flobert F. Parker and Luna
Parker to John O. Wilson, two
acres of land.
Porter Shaw and Vina Shaw
to Hezzie M. Turner and Gladys
I. Turner, 35 acres sf :and.
Nolan Jettsn to Wyvan Hol:and and Ruth Hslland. lot.
Kenneth A. GrAgan and Lula
Gray Grogan to Jesse Tucker
and Geneve Tucker, lot.

ATTENTION: The Kirksey Sweet
Feed Mill was opened fur business Oct. 24. Custom grinding
411•140
and mixing and *feeds for all
is
needs. We wish to announce our
grand opening for Sat., Nov. 2.
BOLDEST ADVANCE in fifty Free prizes to be given. Owned
years. The all new 1958 Pontiac, and operated by Z. B. , Russell popularity among medical doc,,,,
,
,.7- 1.,
24 /f
.T 21
".• 031P tors of "psychosomatic medicine,"
showing (Nov. 9) Main &reel and Charles. Marine.
'1
26,
••7427
28
Motorst "Your Pontiac' Dealer."
implied that nowadays many
1TC
1416 West Main St.
people are called hysterics Whp
MONUMEN1S
5,(
;
1,//'II
33
Murray Marble & Granite Works, actually have a nervous dis49
IS
builders of fine memorials for order.
•10.0,...
Lienuine hysterics always want
iver half century. Porter White,
N2C something - that is why they're
Manager.. Phone 121.
45
kystericat, he '. said, and then
A
CONSCIENTIOUS. .13,y, age 12 CAR OWNERS. Effixtive Sept. tie complimented -American wom4b 91
be 25, we are providing family au- en on the grounds that there
who is willing , tr.:.
1•"'"
5.2 54
5.
neat, honest and cicaendable. For tomobile insurance protection at are few genuine hysterics among
51
34
personal interview, see or call 25% below normal rates. Ptirdom teem.
.11114141•1.
Women Sensible, Sound
Joe Overbey, 1126 after 5:00 p.m. and Thurman 'Insurance Agency,
12.4rI, Un0 Ituact • 1.0.•60 11.
"American women are too senTV 407 Maple Street, south side of
^
court square, phone 842 or 847, sible, too sound and too proud
PIN HEAD
Murray, K).
TFC to 'resort to hysteric dramatics
and antics to get from their
OVERHOLSER'S
hi ands what they need and
NEW YORK AR - Which
D.
" he said. "They have at would you rather do, look for
w
disposal more refined ways a needle in a haystack or 7,000 1
th
means to reach their goal." needles in a garoage pile? Sev18 UNIT MOTEL with living and,
The official organization of eral persons chose the latter
quarters on two major highwaYs.
psychosomatic medicine has more when a garbage collector ac, 14%. 2e",7. Wayne ei Overhci.-,r Fr et the novel publiehed
1r
of
cost
if
you
want
in
by The Macmillan co. Duitributed by Xis.; Yestwee Syndicate.
its membership in cidentlly carried off a shipment r
the motel business. It's a chance tzar& tripled
years. However, of imported Swiss needles. About
of a lifetime. Located on Hwy. the last few
Tel
meant but I doubt that anyone Chairman, we'd be teem to take
Wartenberg did not propose csr two-thirds were recoverey after
S
Boar, hies at the Rig Ten
45
and
58,
1
mile
south
of
Mayconde:,ined
her.
one poison to gt t rid o: another!"
rDill re
Parke will, RI
American Academy nearly a day of fragrant search- ,
field.
030P tablithirig an
4.er Gil. Cie inot.hcr and his ta"We might aa well face facts,"
Johrmy Strong was on his feet.
of Somatophychic Medicine, Bu ing.
r.,
Joe. Joe Munro had bought she said.
.4,
"Railer
3
has
more
"Mr.
Chairman, this as suicide.
tile Big Ten three sears ego frum
^
Herb Jaebre• widow.
rb had bee* met than we have, and money to We'd have sheep all over the
NANCY
?hot to dekth. Dane it In love with trre more, which we don't have. park. Our range
would be shot."
Kitsy Nordine. and Gil loves her
Money to hire lawyers, too, if
And Matt Colchan, "I any the
older sister, Bess.
Dave and ale father re Into Buhl we're dragged into court. It looks same,"
-E-sastidE- .53c1_Sa4calaz
sena
y tc
r-e
e like we're whipped
before we
Luke Jordan was up, so angry
lb+trwrwr of tIilrerorlitafFtteurn)31u. They
c
triable
start,
but
I
say
afraid of
with Vie Toll. hls
we're not. We he was trembling. He said, "Mr.
tough for.oian. Al Riinyan's hotel. know we've got bare/ enough
Chairman, I was in a cattle-sheep
Dave and Joe are ateosted by Sammy
Blue. • gunslinger. Blue threaten, to gram in the pal k to get our stock war, so I'm probably the only
,hoot them if they try to are Eton- through the winter. If we al- man in the park who knows what
yen, and re prevented by the hotel
It's plain
clerk. Runyan. with Mort. another low Rafter 3 to 'Real our grass, he's talking about.
gunman. takes Joe. and Dave to his we will be whipped."
Bess doriA. I'd rather lose every.
room. Runyan °here to buy the Big
She :.at down. She had more to thing we've got to Cameron RunTen at a rood pel r. but refuses to
interfere with Vic Toll. Joe refuses say, I thought, but she was smart yan than to let sheep into the
to sell and they leave. AP they walk enough not to hog the show. She park."
across the street. the) bear Blue eel)
Bess said nothing. She most
out. "Munro:" Drawing as they turn, knew exactly how far she could
Joe kill. Mort and Dave smaehes go at any given time, and how have expected this. In any case,
Inures gun arm. Witnesses swear it fast she could travel.
she
did not make an issue of it.
es was self-defense.
Elder Smith nodded at my
The next day. Dare_ %reeking Fteris's
Gil got up. "Mr. Chairman, I
pernueston to flair I
ends the father. "Joe, tell what happened helped drive that bunch ot Rafter
door eloped in hie Ia,e. Dave goes to
3 stuff off our range. My father
-itiver-Older Smith and la surprieed in town."
when Vic Till tidee up. Vie threatens
My father rose and told what and brother were almost murthe Bider and warn, him not to 'Wart had happened, emphasizing
that dered m Buhl. Our Big Ten is the
trouble. At a meeting of the , rani hers. Kitry tells Dave Abe silw Vie Runyan had refused to take any closest ranch to Rafter 3 range.
To. limit S. Pee OIL - 1111" NOM./
Toll kissing her taster. Bess.
Ompr. MS? ay WWI New* Sp••••••at
responsibility for Toll's actions,
pet 4re
We'd be the first to get hit, to
1
Elder Smith nodded at Bess. maybe we've been thinking more
"Did Toll indicate to you wharhe about this than the rest ot you
CHAPTER 9
by
ABBIE an' SLATS
have. Sheep might not be the
CAME IN a few minutes planned to do?"
"No," Bess answered. "He pot answer, but we've got to find one.
after Kitsy did. She marched
WHAT DOES 1-<DON'T KNOW YET,
/NOR B1DA DAWN -THAT'S WHAT'S
tip the aisle and sat down beside said Runyan's patience was worn The way . I see it, it Toll lost
SHE DO FOR A COULD BE SHE'S
NEW, SLATS, ABOUT- OH,THIleTYISH,
se Kip Dance, laying the secretary's "but, and that the smart thing for money on having his cattle in the
us
to
do
mole)
sell."
She
turned
LIVING, AUNT
A SECRETARY
park he'd be darned glad to keep
NICELY BUILT AND NOW
""' bookson the desk in front of her.
OR SO ETHING
ABBI E
If she was upsot in any way, she so she could see everyone In the 'em out."
A PAID-UP BOARDER_
room. "Gentlemen, I for one will
He stopped, looking around to
didn't show R.
9 IN 11-115 HOUSE,'
never sell to Cameron Runyan." see how the others were taking
Elder Smith was disturbed If
"None of us will," Elder Smith what he'd said. He swallowed and
Bess wasn't. He sounded irritated said. "The history of mankind is
.when he said, "You called the plip story of men like Runyan licked his lips, Scared. II thought.
It was pretty plain to me. Bess
meeting, Bess, and you're late."
forcing injustice upon weaker had two plans. She didn't want
"I apologize," Bete said.
men. The only chance we have to give both of them herself, so
"We'll dispense with the min- of making progress toward a bet- she'd persuaded Gil to present the
utes of the last meeting," Elder ter world is to fight Injustice other one.
Smith said, "inasmuch as our wherever we find it. Our fight"I say we've got to fight fire
A secretary was late. Kip, you can ing it here in our small way is a with fire," Gil went on. "Toll
"'Piet Bess keep the minutes for part of the big fight that goes wants to steal our grass, so let's
this meeting, now that She's On constantly all over the world." steal his cattle. A conning iron
here."
Frank Darce said, "We're not can be as good a weapon as a
Elder Smith blew out. a long going to sell, Elder. I'll kill the shooting iron. It'd be easy enough
1.0$0i51104e4 breath, his mustache fluttering. first man who does. But what are to change a Rafter 3 to a DiaHe said, "Bess, will you state we going to do?"
mond 8, for instance. Come
Elder Smith nodded at Bess. spring, we can brand any Rafter
your reason for calling the meeting?"
"Do you have a notion about 3 calf we find on our range and
LIL' ABNER
be glad to, Elder," Bess what we should do?"
get rid of the cow. A little of
"Yes, I do." she said. "The that and Toll will keep his stock
said, and got up and- faced the
Mormons west of us won't give us out of the park."
room.
SOUN.C.SSOUNDS
WHEN
50 BLUE,
She told about driving Rafter 3 any trouble. South we've got the
It was a bald proposal to go
PATH/077C,
IT ABOLISHES (
GREATIS
THEY
HONEYBUNI-TH
PHOL)F301...1t4O'S
C
JO caws out of the park and shoot- canyon of the Big Red. Nobody's Into a planned campaign of
jr
ALL HOLIDAYS
MEANS
PASSED THE
ing one of the Rafter 3 riders. coming from that direction. That nistling. There was a leit of
_ANALYZES
IS THE
CHUCKLE-!'
NOTHING.
WHICH RESULT
I
PERFECT-Sittlf
She went on. "I offer no apolo- leaves its wide open on the north shuffling areand and whispering,
-THERES.
IN TI-tE. PERSECUTION
TH'PHOGBOON D
OF YOUR
gies. There were two of them. and east. Fencing is no good. and then Elder Smith said sadly,
AC>
OF A MINORITY
BILL IN
CAREER!!
I thought they were going to pull Tel() slow and too expensive. Be- "I'm surprised, Gil. You should
SUCH
G RC)L_IP DOCPATCHtheir guns, so I fired. Vic Toll sides, Toll would cot in. We don't realize that no man elm eraseone
HOZ./DAY!"
had supper with us tonight. He have enough men to ride the crime by emanating another."
says his man will be in bed for a boundary. There is only one prac"I don't figure that's the Point,'
month or niore: I say I'm hbt tical thing we can da.••
Frank Dance said. "Gil's talking
sorry. He was helping drive RaftShe hesitated, then plunged on: sense when he says we've -got to
er 3 cattle into the park. Toll
"For years we've kept sheep out fight fire with fire."
admits It was a test. If we'd of the park. Now it's time to
Johnny Strong said, "It'll
let them vany, we'd have five change. Inside of a week WC can work, Frank. It'll work us right
lethousand head in here by Thanks- have a couple of bands in here. Into the Canon City pen."
giving."
Put one on the other side of
"Not if we're careful," Luke
Bess was a goad speaker, talk- Campbell Mountain, the second Jordan said.
ing rleatly and smoothly, with just this side of Buck Creek, and
Then my father. "I won't have
none of the hesitation nnd throat we'll have a wall all around the any part of thip. If we've got
clearingoakiat bothered the rest of park. Rafter 3 cattle won't cross to fight fire with fire, we'll use
I•y
6 04
59 0.j ii c ,
us. -/Feery mad in the room muat
boa.
gunfire, not a branding fire."
5ope. OS;ay U.1-4 iye4yre:yr..;
have "known what the action • !rank Desna Jumped up. "Mr.
(To Be Continued)
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7-Sr mint for
tellurium
5-sir
a-Decorate
10-Native metal
11-Evil
14-Jog
18-Genus of frogs
20-Loaded'
21-Teopical trees
22-Perfect
23-Masonic
doorkeeper
24-1-tiver ill France
er world
23-Peeled
31-Expliedve
de% ice
32-Lao making
bodies
36-Wae aware of
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the body
47-Ttitric-42-Taut
45-Manufactured
44-Posed for
portrait
47-Baker's
product
44-Dance step
49-Number
6o-Mournful
63-Parent leolloo.1
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Dinette Prices
Start At s49.50
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CAMERA FREEZES NUCLEAR BLAST-A boiling mountain of water
Here's hew to do it.
Note. Danger Signals • •
and vapor sAt ells Lip in L'. S. Navy test of an underwater nuclear
Spr.rkle VAPAWon von
device in the Pacific. tut for a moment it appears to be a giant
Fleets-sent:I:tees ...‘f -the agency.
Iceberg. The tcst took place in 1955, but the Navy kept secret
Mrs. ..Elizabeth Anciceson. directit beds now. In the next
this photo of the huge depth charge. (Internatioeal Soundphoto)
r _of Casework 'Services, 'and
30 day -s it kills all those
members of her staff. Mrs.
weeds and gra.sse::. geonioThreline Oram ...and Mrs, Helen
nat ing weed seeds, soil
The social service. -ix .-rkers
OlSen. ,s,.- :1 they now can set•
fungi and those invisible
break down some of the danger
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Pereihoilegical pattern warnings. year among persons o..
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HEY! Come One, Come All It's CIRCUS TIME at CONSOLIDATED!
A BIG SHOW of Bargains, Sayings and Values on Hundreds of Items
CHILDRENS

BONER
LONGIES

60 GAUGE

STRETCH
HOSE
69c

2 For
$300

—

Crochet

Yarn. etc

-

—

Threads -

CAR
COATS
Blue or Red
Heavily Quilted

SPECIAL PURCHASE!

values to 29c.

3 for 10c

LADIES

PILLOW SALE

STOLES

Large Size

Feather

94c

prim.'"

Fancy Large

Orlon

S1.49
__

Fancy Large

Dacron .

White or black with
gold thread. A beautiful gift. Buy now
for Christmas.

, ,

S2.49
INDIAN

-, BLANKETS
$199
VALUES TO $2.98

99c
Ladies Shoes
Flats, Wedgies and
Loafers

88
LADIES
RAYON

FLANNEL
SHIRTS

PANTIES
3Pr, 88C

99c

LADIES

Half Slips
Men's

HARDWARE CO.

$ 1 88

PILLOW CASES

Nylons, Rayons
and Cottons

Van lieusen and
Arrow

Full Sire

88c

4 for 97c

Men's Long Slee%e Cotton

GAB. SPORT SHIRTS

$ III 66

RATES

TOWELS
4 for $10°

SPREADS

Limited'
Onantities

Slight Irregulars of $2.98 Values
MF.N'S

Sweaters
Long Sleeve

$298

SHOE SALE

Full or Twin

BATH SETS
(2 Pieces

$ 100

LADIES

Values to $4.98 24"x 36"
'BOY'S

CORDUROY
SHIRTS
Sizes 2 thru 16
Assorted Colors

Matching Chenille Rug

SKIRT
LENGTHS
$1"

$1.00

FLANNEL
GOWNS
$169

All Sale Shoes Tagged With Size and Price

NEW LOCATION

$169

Value -

-
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Flannel
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United Press
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Circulation
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